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I. INTRODUCTION
The quality of earnings refers to the reliability and reasonableness of earnings reported in  
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. The quality of earnings is said to  
be high if it can be directly attributed to fundamental economic factors like higher revenues or 
lower costs rather than through accounting shenanigans. High quality earnings is not achieved by 
exercising accounting policy options like a depreciation method, an inventory accounting method, 
or revenue recognition and discretionary accruals. The market rewards a company’s high quality 
earnings by bidding up its share prices and penalizes low quality earnings by discounting its share 
prices. The quality of earnings is a factor of corporate governance, the rigor of accounting standards 
and the efficacy of securities regulators.
The motivations for executives to manage earnings can be categorized into the following groups: 
•   Compensation arrangements
•   Tax incentives
•   Debt covenants
•   Regulatory constraints
A detailed discussion of these factors is beyond the scope of this study.
Financial Reporting
Financial reporting is the process of preparing and disseminating financial information to  
various stakeholders and users of this information in the form of financial statements prepared 
in accordance with the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) applicable to the entity 
preparing such statements. Basic financial statements include 
•     The statement of financial position (Balance Sheet) which reports on an entity’s assets,  
liabilities, and ownership structure as on the reporting date.
•     Income statement (Profit or Loss statement) which reports on an entity’s income, expenses, 
and results of its operations for the reporting period.
•     Statement of retained earnings which explains the changes in an entity’s retained earnings 
over the reporting period.
•     Statement of cash flows which reports on an entity’s cash inflow and cash outflow related to 
its operating, investing and financing activities over the reporting period.
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
Accounting is unlike the physical sciences in the sense that its “Principles” are not natural,  
observable and amenable to empirical verification but are rather contrived and evolved through 
consensus among the accounting standards-setters. Hence, in this respect Generally Accepted 6    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
Accounting Principles are comparable to the principles of legal jurisprudence and it is possible  
to have dissimilar and sometime conflicting GAAP in different jurisdictions. However, the  
recent trend is towards convergence to a global single set of accounting standards. At this time, 
there are two major systems of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles as described below.
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting principles1
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles provide guidance by prescribing highly detailed 
rules. The actual guidance amounts to more than 17,000 pages and comprises of a compilation of 
pronouncements made by the standards-setters including the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB), the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), and the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC). These pronouncements are to be applied in order of strict 
hierarchy. U.S. GAAP is applicable to companies listed with the Securities and Exchange  
Commission.
International Financial Reporting Standards2
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) provide guidance based on ‘principles’ 
instead of ‘rules’ and are considered relatively concise given their approximate volume of 2,500 
pages. All major economies excluding the U.S.A. have adopted or are in the process of adopting 
IFRSs. Globally, 117 jurisdictions permit or require application of IFRSs for domestic listed 
companies. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is the standards setting 
authority for IFRSs.
It is beyond the scope of this research paper to provide a detailed description or comparison  
of these two dominant systems of financial reporting.
How do the two different financial reporting regimes impact Earnings Quality? This is the  
subject matter of this study. 
The U.S. financial reporting functions are under relatively rules based Generally Accepted  
Accounting Principles and a supposedly extremely vigilant U.S. Securities and Exchange  
Commission. Conversely, Canadian firms report their financial statements under relatively  
principles based Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (Canadian GAAP at present; with 
IFRSs taking effect on January 1, 2011) and a supposedly tolerant and fragmented securities  
regulation regime. The focus of this study is to analyze the Earnings Quality differential  
between Canadian and U.S. public companies. 
1   http://asc.fasb.org/
2   http://www.iasb.org/Earnings Quality Differential    7
II. SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
 
Earnings Quality is directly impacted by Earnings Management. Earnings Management can be 
defined as discretionary use of judgment in financial reporting and in structuring transactions to 
misinform stakeholders about the underlying economic position and performance of the entity. 
A vast body of literature exists on the subjects of Earnings Quality and Earnings Management. 
Selected references are provided at the end of this research paper. Following are the publication 
abstracts of some of the more important and germane studies.
Analysts’ Perceptions of Earnings Quality
Richard Barker, Shahed Imam. Accounting and Business Research.  Kingston Upon  
Thames: 2008. vol. 38, Iss. 4, p. 313-329 (17 pp.) 
This paper examines sell-side analysts’ perceptions of ‘earnings quality’. An inductive approach is 
used that combines interview data with content analysis. The authors conclude that the concept 
of earnings quality is both accounting-based (relating to notions of core or sustainable earnings, 
cash and accrual components of earnings, and accounting policies) and non-accounting-based 
(relating to information drawn from outside the financial statements). It is relatively unusual 
for an analyst’s opinion to be both negative and accounting-based. If, however, an analyst does 
express negative, accounting-based views on earnings quality, then he or she is highly unlikely to 
be positive in other respects. The authors interpret this evidence to be consistent with analysts’ 
economic incentives to generate trading volume yet to be favorably biased towards companies, 
while seeking to use value-relevant information relating to earnings.
Earnings Management and Earnings Quality 
Kin Lo, Journal of Accounting & Economics. vol. 45, pp. 350-357, 2008
This study builds on prior research on earnings management and earnings quality. The works of 
Ball and Shivakumar [2008] and Teoh et al. [1998] are used to illustrate the application of seven 
components of a crime scene investigation to earnings management research.
Corporate Governance and the Quality of Accounting Earnings: A Canadian Perspective 
Flora F. Niu. International Journal of Managerial Finance. Bradford: 2006. vol. 2, Iss. 4,  
p. 302-327 
This study seeks to examine the association between corporate governance mechanisms  
and the quality of accounting earnings. Quality of earnings is measured in two ways: the  
accounting-based measure of earnings management and the market-based measure of earnings 
informativeness. Using firm-level corporate governance data for a sample of Canadian firms  
in the years 2001-2004, regression analysis is employed to express the relation between 
corporate governance (including board composition, management shareholding, shareholders’ 
rights and the extent of disclosure of governance practices) and the quality of earnings. Empirical 
tests demonstrate that overall governance quality is negatively related to the level of abnormal 8    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
accruals and positively influences the return-earnings association. Also, the magnitude of abnormal 
accruals is negatively associated with the level of independence of board composition, the 
extent of alignment of management compensation with interests of shareholders and the 
strength of shareholder rights. The results from the returns and earnings analysis are consistent  
with these findings. 
Earnings Quality: CFA Institute Monograph Published In 2004
This monograph is a comprehensive discussion on issues related to earnings quality and  
defines high quality earnings as reflective of the firm’s current intrinsic value, its current  
performance and also indicative of its future performance. The study provides evidence that  
earnings are superior to cash flows along these quality dimensions. Earnings quality depends 
upon how well earnings are backed by cash flows. Other important points made include:
•     Earnings quality has deteriorated over time — as evidenced by the deteriorating  
relationship between stock prices and earnings.
•     Earnings management is more common among companies that have insider-controlled 
boards.
•     Analysts fail to recognize the time-series properties of earnings, which causes investors  
to misprice some stocks in predictable ways.
•     Voluntary disclosures by management are systematically pessimistic, yet analysts fail to adjust 
for this bias.
•     The United States, despite many high-profile scandals, has the least amount of earnings  
management.
Earnings Quality Under Rules Versus Principles-Based Accounting Standards:  
A Test of the Skinner Hypothesis 
Erin Webster, Daniel B Thornton. Canadian Accounting Perspectives. Toronto: 2005. Vol. 4,  
Iss. 2,  p. 167-192 
Please refer to the next Section (Hypothesis Development) for a more detailed account of  
this paper.
Earnings Quality
Katherine Schipper, Linda Vincent. Accounting Horizons: Quality of Earnings 
Sarasota: 2003. vol. 17,  p. 97 
This is a review of the empirical measures used in academic research to assess earnings quality  
and relates these measures both to decision usefulness, from the FASB’s Conceptual Framework, 
and to the economics-based definition of earnings developed by Hicks (1939). Hicksian income Earnings Quality Differential    9
corresponds to the amount that can be consumed (paid out as dividends) during a period, while 
leaving the firm equally well off at the beginning and the end of the period. This measure of income 
corresponds to the change in net economic assets other than from transactions with owners. In 
relation to implications of earnings quality assessments for standard setting, it is concluded that 
standard setters are unlikely to take the view that high-quality earnings are characterized  
by closeness-to-cash because there is no concept in the FASB’s Conceptual Framework that 
supports this perspective. However, the Conceptual Framework does suggest that earnings  
quality might be assessed by some combination of persistence, predictive ability and variability. 
Earnings Management and its Implications 
Michael D Akers, Don E Giacomino, Jodi L Bellovary. The CPA Journal.  New York: Aug 2007.  
vol. 77, Iss. 8,  p. 64-68  (5 pp.) 
In the wake of continuing, financial frauds and failures, the accounting profession has placed 
renewed emphasis on issues related to earnings management and earnings quality. Staff  
Accounting Bulletin 101, Revenue Recognition in Financial Statements, which was issued in 
December 1999 illustrates the importance of earnings to the SEC. The SEC and the public are 
demanding greater assurance about the quality of earnings. Notwithstanding the grave threat that 
abusive earnings-management practices pose to the reliability and accuracy of financial statements, 
the accounting profession may be reluctant to address this issue. Education could help to reduce 
the expectations gap between auditors and financial statement users.
The Impact of Earnings Management on the Credibility of Corporate Financial Reporting 
Nasser Spear. Petroleum Accounting and Financial Management Journal. Denton: Summer 
2007. vol. 26, Iss. 2, p. 43-52  (10 pp.) 
Regulators in many international jurisdictions have recently voiced explicit concerns about the 
credibility of the financial reporting system. Some of these concerns relate to the allegation that a 
number of firms are engaging in earnings management behavior. This paper provides an overview 
of the issues associated with earnings management, summarizes the research findings for standard 
setters and other constituencies, and provides suggestions for future directions. 
Earnings Management: The Game 
Linda M Lovata. Journal of Forensic Accounting. Philadelphia: Jan-Dec 2007. vol. 8,  
Iss. 1,2,  p. 227-244 
A game is described that is used to help students understand that information asymmetry  
exists between managers and the public, and that public information may be misstated to  
increase management wealth. The rules of the game are manipulated to illustrate how changes  
in the business environment can constrain earnings management and misstatements. 10    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
Looking Behind the Financial Accounting Curtain 
J V Rizzi. Journal of Forensic Accounting. Philadelphia: Jan-Dec 2007. vol. 8, Iss. 1,2,   
p. 375-384 
While many accounting restatements are honest reflections of the complexity of accounting 
changes, it highlights the problem facing investors and the opportunity for their exploitation. 
Firms continue to employ traditional earnings management methods, such as inflating revenue and 
expense shifting. New structured finance developments in special purpose vehicles, derivatives, 
and hybrid financing instruments are appearing. A framework for gauging accounting event risk is 
outlined. First, this involved identifying high-risk firms. Next, deception techniques are reviewed, 
especially those involving complex structured finance applications. Then, countermeasures are 
examined. Finally, an application to Enron is provided. The framework looks behind the  
published results to minimize risk.
Earnings management and cross listing: Are reconciled earnings comparable to  
US earnings?
Mark Lang, Jana Smith Raedy, Wendy Wilson. Journal of Accounting & Economics.   
Amsterdam: Oct 2006. vol. 42, Iss. 1/2, p. 255 
Comparison is made of U.S. firms’ earnings with reconciled earnings for cross-listed non-U.S. 
firms. Non-U.S. firms’ earnings exhibit more evidence of smoothing, greater tendency to manage 
towards a target, lower association with share price and less timely recognition of losses. Firms 
from countries with weaker investor protection show more evidence of earnings management, 
suggesting that SEC regulation does not supplant the effect of local environment. There is more 
evidence of earnings management for firms reconciling to U.S. GAAP than for those preparing 
local accounts in accordance with U.S. GAAP, but both show more evidence of earnings  
management than U.S. firms. 
Discretionary Accounting Accruals: A Methodological Issue in Earnings  
Management Research 
Santanu Mitra, Jason Rodrigue. Journal of Forensic Accounting. Philadelphia: Jul-Dec 2002.  
vol. 3, Iss. 2, p. 185-206 
Earnings management (EM) involves management’s intentional and opportunistic manipulation of 
financial reports for personal gain. EM occurs in a number of ways: via the structuring of certain 
revenue and/or expense transactions; via changes in accounting procedures; and/or, via accruals 
management. Accruals management is the most damaging to the usefulness of accounting reports 
because investors are unaware of the extent of such accruals. Eight of the most popular accruals 
are presented. Based on a survey of the accruals literature, a critical analysis of each model is 
provided. Based on the recommendations made in prior studies, a more effective accruals model 
which reduces the effects of correlated omitted variables, measurement error, and survivorship 
bias in the computation of discretionary accounting accruals is suggested. Earnings Quality Differential    11
Evidence from Auditors about Managers’ and Auditors’ Earnings Management Decisions / 
Discussion of Evidence from Auditors about Managers’ and Auditors’ Earnings  
Management Decisions 
Mark W Nelson, John A Elliott, Robin L Tarpley, Michael Gibbins. The Accounting  
Review.: Quality of Earnings Conference Sarasota: 2002. vol. 77, p. 175-211 (37 pp.) 
This paper reports analyses of data obtained using a field-based questionnaire in which 253 
auditors from one Big 5 firm recalled and described 515 specific experiences it had with  
clients who it believes were attempting to manage earnings. This approach enables us to analyze 
individual managers’ decisions about how to attempt earnings management and auditors’ decisions 
about whether to prevent earnings management by requiring adjustment of the financial statements. 
The results indicate that managers are more likely to attempt earnings management, and auditors 
are less likely to adjust earnings management attempts, which are structured (not structured)  
with respect to precise (imprecise) standards. Also, managers are more likely to make attempts 
that increase current-year income, but auditors are more likely to require that those attempts  
be adjusted, that managers are more likely to make attempts that decrease current-year income  
with unstructured transactions and/or when standards are imprecise, and that auditors are more  
likely to require adjustment of attempts that they identify as material or that are attempted by 
small clients. 12    Earnings Quality Differential    13
III. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
This study is intended to reexamine the conclusions reached by the earlier study3 discussed below.
The stated objective of the referenced study is to provide support to Skinner (1995)4 who took 
issue with a newspaper (National Post) allegation that principles-based accounting standards  
give accountants undue leeway, resulting in misleading financial reporting. The study employs 
“Accrual Quality” as proxy for “Earnings Quality” and utilizes the empirical measurement model 
of “Accrual Quality” as proposed by Dechow and Dichev. (2002)5. 
The study measures GAAP effect on accrual quality as the difference between the accrual  
quality for cross-listed Canadian firms reporting under Canadian GAAP (CC firms) and the 
 accrual quality of the same firms reporting under U.S. GAAP (CU firms):
GAAP effect = CC accrual quality – CU accrual quality
The first hypothesis tested and validated by the study is that GAAP effect is positive i.e. Canadian 
firms reporting under Canadian GAAP (CC firms) reveal better accrual quality (earnings quality) 
relative to the same firms reporting under U.S. GAAP (CU firms)
The study also measures oversight effect on accrual quality as the difference between the accrual 
quality for cross-listed Canadian firms reporting under U.S. GAAP (CU firms) and the accrual 
quality of the matched U.S. firms reporting under U.S. GAAP (UU firms):
Oversight effect = CU accrual quality – UU accrual quality
The second hypothesis tested and validated by the study is that oversight effect is negative i.e. the 
cross-listed Canadian firms reporting under U.S. GAAP (CU firms) reveal lower accrual quality 
(earnings quality) relative to the sample of the matched U.S. firms reporting under U.S. GAAP 
(UU firms).
The study also tested and failed to reject the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference 
between the accrual quality of Canadian firms reporting under Canadian GAAP (CC firms)  
i.e. Canadian regime and the accrual quality of the matched samples of U.S. firms reporting under 
U.S. GAAP (UU firms) i.e. U.S. regime. Schematically,
Null Hypothesis: Regime effect = 0; But Regime effect = GAAP effect + Oversight effect;
3     Webster, E., and D. B. Thornton, Earnings Quality Under Rules- vs. Principles-Based Accounting Standards: A Test of the  
Skinner Hypothesis , Working Paper, Queen’s University, June 2004.
4   Skinner, R. (1995) `Judgment in Jeopardy,` CA Magazine (November), pp. 14-21.
5     Dechow, P. and I. Dichev. 2002. The quality of accruals and earnings: The role of accrual estimation errors. The Accounting 
Review 77, 35-59 .14    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
Hence, GAAP effect + Oversight effect = 0
This null hypothesis is not rejected.
The referenced study debatably assumes that Canadian firms reporting under U.S. GAAP  
(CU firms) are not subject to U.S. regulatory oversight. Also, Canadian GAAP is substantially 
harmonized with U.S. GAAP and is a hybrid of “Principles” and “Rules”. The study employs a 
dual factor model of Earnings Quality instead of a multi factor model and ignores the effect of 
quality of audit, corporate governance and other factors. The failure to reject the null hypothesis 
implies that the GAAP effect and Oversight effect would offset each other and the impact of 
other factors would be negligible. This is a highly improbable proposition. The findings of this 
study also contrast with the findings of an earlier study by Leuz, Nanda and Wysocki (2003)6 
which concluded that among a group of 31 countries including Canada, U.S. has the least  
earnings management (or highest earnings quality). There is also a digression in this study on 
page 174 where it attempts to provide an overview of Canadian auditing profession and elevates 
the education and training model followed by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants 
without discussing the other competing designations and models. There is also a conjecture in  
this study that U.S. CPA qualification is inferior to Canadian CA qualification and that  
Canadian CFOs exert less influence on their auditors relative to U.S. CFOs. 
The shortcomings of the referenced study are the rationale and motivation for revisiting the issue 
of Earnings Quality differential between Canadian and U.S. companies. In this study, the multi 
factor model of Earnings Quality is recognized and no attempt is made to disaggregate regime 
effect into its components. Instead, the present study aims to answer the question of whether 
there is overall statistically significant difference between the Earnings Quality of Canadian and 
U.S. firms and aims to resolve the apparent conflict between the two studies mentioned above. 
For this purpose, it is proposed to test the following null hypothesis:
H0 : There are no statistically significant differences between the Earnings Quality of  
Canadian and U.S. firms. 
This study is not designed to analyze the drivers of differences in the Earnings Quality between 
the companies of the two countries. Nor is this study designed to evaluate trend analysis or  
sectorial analysis in the Earnings Quality.
6     Leuz C., Nanda D., Wysocki PD. 2003. Earnings Management and Investor Protection: An International Comparison. Journal of 
Financial Economics 69, 505-527.Earnings Quality Differential    15
It is postulated that:
1. If the above mentioned null hypothesis H0 is rejected, the Earnings Quality differential  
between the companies of the two countries is positive and further investigation is merited for 
ascertaining the drivers of this differential.
2. If the above mentioned hypothesis H0 fails to be rejected, neither Canadian nor U.S. regime 
can be treated as relatively superior with respect to Earnings Quality16    Earnings Quality Differential    17
IV. METHODOLOGY
Earnings Quality is not amenable to direct measurement; hence various proxy measures are 
developed. A review of the different Earnings Quality constructs is provided by Schipper et al 
(2003).7 The authors distinguish among the following categories of Earnings Quality constructs.
Earnings Quality constructs derived from:
1.  Time-Series Properties of Earnings;
2.  Relations among Income, Accruals and Cash;
3.  Qualitative concepts in the FASB’s Conceptual Framework; and, 
4.  Implementation Decisions.
In selecting the appropriate proxy for measuring Earnings Quality, the following practical  
considerations were applied:
1.  Appropriateness of measure for testing the hypothesis;
2.  Conceptual robustness of the measure;
3.  Computational ease; and,
4.  Availability of data for constituting a reasonable sample size.
Identified previously, the purpose of this study is limited to testing of the null hypothesis  
stated above. The trend analysis, sectorial analysis or analysis of drivers of the Earnings Quality 
differential across the companies, sectors or countries is beyond the scope of this study. On  
these considerations, a scaled Accrual Ratio model is employed for the purpose of this study.  
The model to measure Earnings Quality is by the proxy measure of Accruals ratio calculated as 
discussed below.
Earnings can be disaggregated into Cash and Accrual components, The Cash component relative 
to the Accrual component is expected to be more reliable, predictable, and persistent; and more 
valuable. Hence, aggregate Accruals are an inverse measure of Earnings Quality. The aggregate 
Accruals should be scaled by average net operating assets of the company to make allowance  
for the size of the company. 
Accrual ratioCF = [NIt- (CFOt+CFIt)]
    (NOAt+NOAt-1)/2
Where:  
Accrual ratioCF  = Accrual ratio calculated on the basis of Cash flow statement.
NIt  = Net Income for the current period
7   Schipper, K., Vincent, L., 2003. Earnings quality. Accounting Horizons Supplement, 97-11018    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
CFOt  = Cash flow from operations for the current period
CFIt  = Cash flow from investments for the current period
NOAt  = Net operating assets for the current period
NOAt-1  = Net operating assets for the prior period
The above-mentioned model disaggregates earnings into cash and accrual components. The  
accrual earnings are scaled by the average of the net operating assets employed during the current 
period. The model hypothesizes that accrual earnings are less persistent and of lower quality than 
cash earnings. The aggregate accruals are measured in the numerator as the difference between 
Net Income and aggregate of Cash flow from Operations and Investments. 
The matrices of Accrual Ratios of Canadian and U.S. companies were statistically analyzed to  
assess the Earnings Quality differential between Canadian and U.S. public companies and to test 
the null hypothesis that there is no Earnings Quality differential between Canadian and U.S. 
public companies. The required raw data was sourced from Standard & Poor’s Compustat Solutions. 
The initial sample comprised of the ten largest Canadian and U.S. companies in each major 
sector. However, subsequently the U.S. sample was adjusted to match the Canadian sample for 
size and sector as closely as possible. This adjustment is necessary because the size of a company  
is one of the drivers of Earnings Quality, notwithstanding that the accrual ratios are scaled by 
average net operating assets. The sample of U.S. companies was matched to Canadian companies 
as closely as possible by size and sector. Income trusts were excluded from the sample. The initial 
sample comprised of 100 Canadian companies and 100 matched U.S. companies (ten companies 
in each of ten major sectors). However, continuous data was not available for all of the years for 
all of the companies. Tables 1 and 2 provide the sample description. The study period was eleven 
years (1998-2008) which coincided with the boom to bust cycle of stock markets in the U.S .and 
Canada. For Canadian companies, the total accrual ratios computed were 992 out of possible 
1,100 (11x100) resulting in sample efficiency of 90.18% while for U.S. companies, the total 
accrual ratios computed were 1,014 out of possible 1,100 (11x100) resulting in sample efficiency 
of 92.18%.
Our main interest was to compare the performance of Canadian and U.S. companies based on  
accrual ratios over several economic sectors. Although data was collected annually from 1998-
2008, changes over time were not of primary interest for the present study. However because data 
was collected over a time-series, a repeated measures model was used to control for time effects.
The SAS statistical software was used to construct a mixed model (SAS: Proc Mixed) to assess 
the effect of country, year and sector on accrual ratios. A mixed model is a linear model which 
is similar to an analysis of variance methodology but it allows for the incorporation of repeated 
measures into the model (year to year accrual ratios for the same companies) and it allows for 
missing observations in the data set. The first step was to create a single model using all of the 
data and to test for significant interactions between country, sector and year. This was significant 
(P<0.0001) which means that the way countries differ depends on both the sector and the year. Earnings Quality Differential    19
Given this result, separate models for each sector with country and year as predictors were  
constructed. Also, additional models using the log of accrual ratios (log of accrual ratio +10,000  
in order to make all values positive) as the outcome were tested since the data were non-normal 
in distribution. Results of these tests were almost identical to results using the untransformed 
outcome and as such, the decision was made to use accrual ratios themselves as the outcome 
instead of log of accrual ratios.
TAbLE 1 – LIST OF CANADIAN COMPANIES
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS
1  BALLARD POWER SYSTEMS INC  BLD  Consumer Discretionary  11
2  CANADIAN TIRE CORP -CL A  CTC.A  Consumer Discretionary  10
3  CANWEST GLOBAL COM -NVTG  CGS.A  Consumer Discretionary  11
4  GILDAN ACTIVEWEAR INC  GIL  Consumer Discretionary  10
5  MAGNA INTERNATIONAL -CL A  MG.A  Consumer Discretionary  11
6  QUEBECOR INC -CL B  QBR.B  Consumer Discretionary  10
7  SEARS CANADA INC  SCC  Consumer Discretionary  10
8  SHAW COMMUNICATIONS INC-CL B  SJR.B  Consumer Discretionary  11
9  THOMSON-REUTERS CORP (CDN)  TRI  Consumer Discretionary  10
10  TORSTAR CORP -CL B  TS.B  Consumer Discretionary  10
11  ALIMENTATION COUCHE-TARD INC  ATD.B  Consumer Staples  9
12  COTT CORP QUE  BCB  Consumer Staples  11
13  EMPIRE CO LTD -CL A  EMP.A  Consumer Staples  10
14  JEAN COUTU GROUP  PJC.A  Consumer Staples  10
15  LOBLAW COMPANIES LTD  L  Consumer Staples  10
16  MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC  MFI  Consumer Staples  10
17  METRO INC -CL A  MRU.A  Consumer Staples  10
18  ROTHMANS INC  ROC.Z  Consumer Staples  9
19  SAPUTO INC  SAP  Consumer Staples  9
20  WESTON (GEORGE) LTD  WN  Consumer Staples  10
21  CANADIAN NATURAL RESOURCES  CNQ  Energy  11 
22  ENBRIDGE INC  ENB  Energy  11
23  ENCANA CORP  ECA  Energy  10
24  HUSKY ENERGY INC  HSE  Energy  11
25  IMPERIAL OIL LTD  IMO  Energy  11
26  NEXEN INC  NXY  Energy  11
27  PETRO-CANADA  PCA  Energy  11
28  SUNCOR ENERGY INC  SU  Energy  11
29  TALISMAN ENERGY INC  TLM  Energy  11
30  TRANSCANADA CORP  TRP  Energy  11
31  BANK OF MONTREAL  BMO  Financials  11
32  BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA  BNS  Financials  1120    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS
33  BROOKFIELD ASSET MANAGEMENT  BAM.A  Financials  11
34  CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK  CM  Financials  10
35  GREAT-WEST LIFECO INC  GWO  Financials  5
36  IGM FINANCIAL INC  IGM  Financials  11
37  POWER CORP CANADA  POW  Financials  6
38  POWER FINANCIAL CORP  PWF  Financials  5
39  ROYAL BANK OF CANADA  RY  Financials  10
40  TORONTO DOMINION BANK  TD  Financials  11
41  AETERNA ZENTARIS INC  AEZ  Health Care  11
42  BIOVAIL CORP  BVF  Health Care  10
43  CANGENE CORP  CNJ  Health Care  11
44  MDS INC  MDS  Health Care  10 
45  ONCOTHYREON INC  ONY  Health Care  10
46  PATHEON INC  PTI  Health Care  10
47  QLT INC  QLT  Health Care  11
48  THERATECHNOLOGIES INC  TH  Health Care  10
49  TLC VISION CORP  TLC  Health Care  10
50  WESTAIM CORP  WED  Health Care  11
51  ATS AUTOMATION TOOLING SYS  ATA  Industrials  10
52  BOMBARDIER INC -CL B  BBD.B  Industrials  11
53  CAE INC  CAE  Industrials  10
54  CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY CO  CNR  Industrials  11
55  CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LTD  CP  Industrials  10
56  FINNING INTERNATIONAL INC  FTT  Industrials  10
57  QUEBECOR WORLD INC -SUB VTG  IQW  Industrials  10
58  SNC-LAVALIN GROUP INC  SNC  Industrials  11
59  TOROMONT INDUSTRIES LTD  TIH  Industrials  10
60  TRANSCONTINENTAL INC -CL A  TCL.A  Industrials  10
61  CELESTICA INC  CLS  Information Technology  11
62  CGI GROUP INC -CL A  GIB.A  Information Technology  10
63  DESCARTES SYSTEMS GROUP INC  DSG  Information Technology  11
64  GENNUM CORP  GND  Information Technology  11
65  JDS UNIPHASE CANADA LTD  JDU  Information Technology  11
66  NORTEL NETWORKS CORP  NT  Information Technology  11
67  OPEN TEXT CORP  OTC  Information Technology  11
68  RESEARCH IN MOTION LTD  RIM  Information Technology  11
69  TUNDRA SEMICONDUCTOR CORP  TUN  Information Technology  10
70  ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR INC  ZL  Information Technology  11
71  AGNICO EAGLE MINES LTD  AEM  Materials  11
72  AGRIUM INC  AGU  Materials  11
73  BARRICK GOLD CORP  ABX  Materials  11
74  BOLIDEN AB  BLS  Materials  10Earnings Quality Differential    21
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS
75  GOLDCORP INC  G  Materials  11
76  KINROSS GOLD CORP  K  Materials  11
77  METHANEX CORP  MX  Materials  11
78  NOVA CHEMICALS CORP  NCX  Materials  11
79  POTASH CORP SASK INC  POT  Materials  10
80  TECK COMINCO LTD -CL B  TCK.B  Materials  11
81  BCE INC  BCE  Telecommunication Services  11
82  BELL ALIANT REGIONAL COMM FD  BA.U  Telecommunication Services  0
83  GUEST TEK INTERACTIVE ENTMT  GTK  Telecommunication Services  1
84  MANITOBA TELECOM SVCS INC  MBT  Telecommunication Services  11
85  OTELCO INC  OTT.U  Telecommunication Services  6
86  PEER 1 NETWORK ENTERPRISES  PIX  Telecommunication Services  2
87  PHONETIME INC  PHD  Telecommunication Services  3
88  ROGERS COMMUNICATIONS -CL B  RCI.B  Telecommunication Services  10
89  TELUS CORP  T.A  Telecommunication Services  10
90  WIRELESS MATRIX CORP  WRX  Telecommunication Services  9
91  ATCO LTD -CL I  ACO.X  Utilities  10
92  BORALEX INC  BLX  Utilities  10
93  CANADIAN HYDRO DEVELOPERS  KHD  Utilities  10
94  CANADIAN UTILITIES -CL A  CU  Utilities  10
95  EMERA INC  EMA  Utilities  11
96  EPCOR POWER LP  EP.U  Utilities  11
97  FORTIS INC  FTS  Utilities  11
98  GAZ METRO -LP  GZM.U  Utilities  10
99  PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD  PNG  Utilities  10
100  TRANSALTA CORP  TA  Utilities  11
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TAbLE 2 – LIST OF US COMPANIES
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS
1  ABERCROMBIE & FITCH -CL A  ANF  Consumer Discretionary  11
2  AMERN EAGLE OUTFITTERS INC  AEO  Consumer Discretionary  11
3  BORGWARNER INC  BWA  Consumer Discretionary  11
4  CORINTHIAN COLLEGES INC  COCO  Consumer Discretionary  11
5  INTERACTIVE DATA CORP  IDC  Consumer Discretionary  11
6  ITT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC  ESI  Consumer Discretionary  11
7  LOWE’S COMPANIES INC  LOW  Consumer Discretionary  11
8  MATTEL INC  MAT  Consumer Discretionary  11
9  SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO  SHW  Consumer Discretionary  11
10  WILEY (JOHN) & SONS -CL A  JW.A  Consumer Discretionary  10
11  BJ’S WHOLESALE CLUB INC  BJ  Consumer Staples  11
12  COCA-COLA ENTERPRISES INC  CCE  Consumer Staples  11
13  CONAGRA FOODS INC  CAG  Consumer Staples  10
14  FLOWERS FOODS INC  FLO  Consumer Staples  11
15  HANSEN NATURAL CORP  HANS  Consumer Staples  11
16  LANCASTER COLONY CORP  LANC  Consumer Staples  11
17  RUDDICK CORP  RDK  Consumer Staples  11
18  SMITHFIELD FOODS INC  SFD  Consumer Staples  10
19  SUPERVALU INC  SVU  Consumer Staples  11
20  TOOTSIE ROLL INDUSTRIES INC  TR  Consumer Staples  11
21  ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORP  APC  Energy  11
22  APACHE CORP  APA  Energy  11
23  BAKER HUGHES INC  BHI  Energy  11
24  DEVON ENERGY CORP  DVN  Energy  11
25  HALLIBURTON CO  HAL  Energy  11
26  HESS CORP  HES  Energy  11
27  MARATHON OIL CORP  MRO  Energy  11
28  OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORP  OXY  Energy  11
29  WILLIAMS COS INC  WMB  Energy  11
30  XTO ENERGY INC  XTO  Energy  11
31  ALLSTATE CORP  ALL  Financials  11
32  AON CORP  AOC  Financials  5
33  BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON CORP  BK  Financials  0
34  FIFTH THIRD BANCORP  FITB  Financials  0
35  LEHMAN BROTHERS HOLDINGS INC  LEHMQ  Financials  10
36  LINCOLN NATIONAL CORP  LNC  Financials  7
37  MERRILL LYNCH & CO INC  MER  Financials  10
38  NATIONAL CITY CORP  NCC  Financials  0
39  REGIONS FINANCIAL CORP  RF  Financials  0
40  U S BANCORP  USB  Financials  0Earnings Quality Differential    23
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS
41  AMAG PHARMACEUTICALS INC  AMAG  Health Care  11
42  AMSURG CORP  AMSG  Health Care  11
43  CYBERONICS INC  CYBX  Health Care  10
44  DATASCOPE CORP  DSCP  Health Care  11
45  HANGER ORTHOPEDIC GRP  HGR  Health Care  11
46  HMS HOLDINGS CORP  HMSY  Health Care  11
47  RESMED INC  RMD  Health Care  11
48  SCHEIN (HENRY) INC  HSIC  Health Care  11
49  UNIVERSAL AMERICAN CORP  UAM  Health Care  0
50  WATERS CORP  WAT  Health Care  11
51  BRIGGS & STRATTON  BGG  Industrials  11
52  DEERE & CO  DE  Industrials  11
53  DELUXE CORP  DLX  Industrials  11
54  KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN  KSU  Industrials  11
55  MILLER (HERMAN) INC  MLHR  Industrials  10
56  NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORP  NSC  Industrials  11
57  PACCAR INC  PCAR  Industrials  11
58  RYDER SYSTEM INC  R  Industrials  11
59  UNITED STATIONERS INC  USTR  Industrials  11
60  URS CORP  URS  Industrials  11
61  ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES  AMD  Information Technology  11
62  ANSYS INC  ANSS  Information Technology  11
63  BRIGHTPOINT INC  CELL  Information Technology  11
64  CIENA CORP  CIEN  Information Technology  11
65  EURONET WORLDWIDE INC  EEFT  Information Technology  11
66  LTX-CREDENCE CORP  LTXC  Information Technology  11
67  MICROS SYSTEMS INC  MCRS  Information Technology  11
68  NOVELL INC  NOVL  Information Technology  11
69  TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC  TXN  Information Technology  11
70  XEROX CORP  XRX  Information Technology  11
71  ABITIBIBOWATER INC  ABH  Materials  11
72  AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC  APD  Materials  11
73  ASHLAND INC  ASH  Materials  11
74  BEMIS CO INC  BMS  Materials  11
75  INTL PAPER CO  IP  Materials  11
76  LUBRIZOL CORP  LZ  Materials  11
77  OWENS-ILLINOIS INC  OI  Materials  11
78  ROHM AND HAAS CO  ROH  Materials  11
79  SOUTHERN COPPER CORP  PCU  Materials  11
80  TEMPLE-INLAND INC  TIN  Materials  11
81  8X8 INC  EGHT  Telecommunication Services  10
82  BROADCAST INTERNATIONAL INC  3BCST  Telecommunication Services  1024    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
SR.           ACCRUAL 
NO  COMPANY NAME  TICkER  SECTOR  RATIOS 
83  CENTURYTEL INC  CTL  Telecommunication Services  11
84  INVITEL HOLDINGS AS -ADR  IHO  Telecommunication Services  10
85  LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATIONS INC  LVLT  Telecommunication Services  11
86  NEW ULM TELECOM INC  3NULM  Telecommunication Services  11
87  QWEST COMMUNICATION INTL INC  Q  Telecommunication Services  11
88  TELEPHONE & DATA SYSTEMS INC  TDS  Telecommunication Services  11
89  US CELLULAR CORP  USM  Telecommunication Services  11
90  XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC  XETA  Telecommunication Services  11
91  AGL RESOURCES INC  AGL  Utilities  11
92  CH ENERGY GROUP INC  CHG  Utilities  11
93  EL PASO ELECTRIC CO  EE  Utilities  11
94  INTEGRYS ENERGY GROUP INC  TEG  Utilities  11
95  NICOR INC  GAS  Utilities  11
96  OGE ENERGY CORP  OGE  Utilities  11
97  PNM RESOURCES INC  PNM  Utilities  11
98  QUESTAR CORP  STR  Utilities  11
99  UIL HOLDINGS CORP  UIL  Utilities  11
100  WISCONSIN ENERGY CORP  WEC  Utilities  11
     GRAND TOTAL  1014Earnings Quality Differential    25
V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Accrual ratios for Canadian and U.S. companies for each of 10 economic sectors were  
compared over the period 1998 to 2008. Controlling for year effects, no differences were  
found between the two countries except for the Materials sector in 2000 and the Consumer  
Discretionary sector in 1998 and 2005. Accrual ratios showed much more variability between 
companies than between countries and consequently, country differences were dwarfed by  
company differences. Time trends were significant in the Energy, Financials and IT sectors  
but because these were only of secondary importance, they were not examined. 
P values for statistical models are shown in Table 3. The main effects of interest are the interaction 
between country and year and also the country main effect. These factors were only significant  
in the assessment of accrual ratios in the Materials and the Consumer Discretionary sectors. In 
both cases, the interaction term was significant which means that the way in which Canadian  
and the U.S. companies differ, depends on the year. To examine this, t-tests were used for  
comparing mean accrual ratios between the U.S. and Canada for each year separately, for each  
of the two sectors. 
Materials Sector
For the Materials sector, mean accrual ratios were significantly different between the U.S. and 
Canada in 2000 (P=0.05) and marginally non-significant in 2003 (P=0.09) and in 2008 (P=0.08). 
In all other years, differences were not at all close to significant (P>0.18). Figure 1 shows the  
average accrual ratios for each country over all years. These data are somewhat misleading since 
they only show the means and not the variation around the means. That is why in Figure 1, it  
appears that the two countries differ in 2008 but that is mainly due to a very high accrual ratio 
for Agrium Inc. in that year.
Consumer Discretionary Sector
For the Consumer Discretionary sector, mean accrual ratios were significantly different between 
the U.S. and Canada in both 1998 and 2005 (P=0.03 in both comparisons) and marginally  
non-significant in 2000 (P=0.09). In all other years, differences were not close to significant 
(P>0.15). Figure 2 shows the average accrual ratios for each country over all years.
Other Sectors
Figures 3-10 show mean accrual ratios for all other sectors. Differences between Canada and  
the United States were not statistically significant. Time trends were only statistically significant 
in the case of the Energy, Financial and IT sectors.26    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
Sector  P Values      Mean + SE  
        (controlling for year effects)
  Interaction  Main Effects    Country
  Term  Model
  Country*year  Country  Year   Canada   USA
Materials  0.03  NA  NA   0.08 (0.03)    0.04 (0.03)
Consumer Discretionary  0.02  NA  NA   0.32(0.15)    0.22(0.14)
Consumer Staples  0.44  0.26  0.32  - 0.11 (0.39)    0.52(0.38)
Energy  0.45  0.59  0.08   0.09(0.02)    0.10(0.01)
Financial  0.82  0.68  0.007   5.3(1.6)    4.1(2.2)
Industrial  0.45  0.19  0.59   0.10(0.09)    0.27(0.09)
Health Care  0.26  0.87  0.32   0.66(0.75)    0.85(0.78)
Information Technology  0.51  0.73  0.03  - 0.48(0.63)  - 0.16(0.62)
Telecommunications  0.65  0.32  0.79   0.16(0.92)  - 1.06(0.77)
Utilities  0.33  0.24  0.44   0.09(0.03)    0.05(0.02)
TAbLE 3 
Results of separate statistical models for each economic sector assessing the effect of country and year  
on accrual ratio. Statistically significant effects are highlighted in grey and nearly significant effects are  
highlighted in blue.
Note: NA means ‘not applicable’. In case of Materials and Consumers Discretionary sectors, the interaction between 
country and time was significant which means that no overall statement about the effect of country and time (Main  
Effects Model) can be made. Instead, the differences between the countries depend on the time period. Therefore,  
comparison between the two countries at each time period should be made separately.Earnings Quality Differential    27
Materials Sector
Figure 1. Mean accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
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Consumer Discretionary Sector
Figure 2. Mean accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
Consumer Discretionary sector. Means are significantly different in 1998 and 
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Financial Sector
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Health Care Sector
Figure 6. Mean accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in 
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Telecommunications Sector
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The following Boxplot graphs show accrual ratio data for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in 
various economic sectors over the period from 1998 to 2008. Boxplots were chosen to display this 
data in order to illustrate the similarity between the two countries as well as the overall variability 
in the data. However, it should be noted that boxplots are not entirely appropriate in this case  
because they suggest that data for each year are independent whereas the data are not independent 
between years and the data were analyzed with repeated measures models.
Materials Sector
Figure 11. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
materials sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical 
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Consumer Discretionary Sector
Figure 12. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
consumer discretionary sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and 
vertical bars extend to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate 
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Consumer Staples Sector
Figure 13. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
consumer staples sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and 
vertical bars extend to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate 
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Energy Sector
Figure 14. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the energy 
sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical bars extend to 
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Financial Sector
Figure 15. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
financial sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical bars 
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Health Care Sector
Figure 16. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the health 
care sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical bars extend 
to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate outlying and extreme 
observations. The extreme values of for the Canadian company, Theratechnologies Inc. are not 
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Industrials Sector
Figure 17. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
industrials sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical 
bars extend to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate outlying 
and extreme observations. Extreme values for U.S. company URS Corp. for the years 
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Information Technology Sector
Figure 18. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
information technology sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and 
vertical bars extend to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate 
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Telecommunications Sector
Figure 19. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
telecommunications sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and 
vertical bars extend to approximately 90% of the observations. Circles and asterices indicate 
outlying and extreme observations. Three extreme values are not shown: U.S. company 
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Utilities Sector
Figure 20. Boxplots showing accrual ratios for 10 Canadian and 10 U.S. companies in the 
utilities sector. Boxes enclose observations in the second and third quartile and vertical bars 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
   
The subject matter of this study is how the different financial reporting regimes impact Earnings 
Quality. The U.S. financial reporting functions under relatively rules based Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles and a supposedly extremely vigilant U.S. Securities and Exchange  
Commission. Canadian firms prepare their financial statements under relatively principles based 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (Canadian GAAP at present; with IFRSs effective 
from January 1, 2011) and an allegedly lax and fragmented securities regulation regime. 
The study period of 1998-2008 was chosen and ten companies in each of ten major sectors were 
selected for each jurisdiction. The samples were matched for size and sector. The “Accrual Ratios” 
were employed as the proxy for Earnings Quality. The focus was on overall comparison of Earnings 
Quality differential between the Canadian and U.S. companies and not trend analysis or sectorial 
analysis. The following null hypothesis was tested for statistical significance. 
H0 : There are no statistically significant differences between the Earnings Quality of  
Canadian and US firms
From the discussion above, it is clear that the sample data does not support the hypothesis of  
a significant difference in accrual ratios (and hence Earnings Quality) between Canadian and  
the U.S. companies in any of the sectors examined
Hence the null hypothesis fails to be rejected.
Following is the summary of conclusions following from this study.
1.    There is no statistical evidence to conclude that the financial statements prepared under the 
Canadian regime reveal better Earnings Quality than those prepared under the U.S. regime.
2.    This result agrees with the result for the third hypothesis tested in an earlier study8. However, 
the present study does not subscribe to the dual factor model of Earnings Quality but asserts 
that Earnings Quality is a function of many variables and it is not possible to assess the impact 
of a solitary factor like “GAAP Effect” by making cross jurisdictional comparisons under a 
very strong assumption that all other factors impacting Earnings Quality in the respective 
jurisdictions are identical and do not interact with one another. 
3.    The realistic opportunity for assessing “GAAP Effect” would present itself when a jurisdiction 
switches from one system of GAAP to another. For example, as and when U.S. adopts IFRS 
provided that all other drivers of Earnings Quality like regulatory oversight remain the same. 
8     Webster, E., and D. B. Thornton, Earnings Quality Under Rules- vs. Principles-Based Accounting Standards: A Test of the  
Skinner Hypothesis , Working Paper, Queen’s University, June 200448    Certified General Accountants Association of Canada
In that case, the “GAAP Effect” can be assessed by making comparisons between Earnings 
Quality revealed by pre-adoption and post-adoption financial statements. Until such research 
based evidence becomes available, it is premature to conclude on the relative theoretical merits 
of “principles” based GAAP versus “rules” based GAAP. 
4.    While constructing an international portfolio of equities, a manager has no reason to either 
overweight or underweight Canadian or U.S. equities merely on the consideration of perceived 
Earnings Quality differential between these two jurisdictions.
5.    Regulatory oversight can be improved by employing a proxy measure of Earnings Quality like 
“Accrual Ratio” in the scrutiny of financial statements. 
Earnings Quality is an evolving concept; both with respect to its definition as well as to its  
measurement. It is dynamic in nature and influenced by many variables. The scope of future 
research is vast; particularly in relation to how Earnings Quality is impacted by the structure and 
composition of boards of directors and audit committees, executive incentives and compensation 
arrangements, shareholders’ rights and supermajority requirements for charter amendments. 
Further research would also be worthwhile in relation to how Earnings Quality influences  
dividend payment, firm valuation and total shareholder returns. Future research in this direction 
will enhance our understanding of this main driver of corporate accountability and transparency. 
The recent corporate scandals have delivered a very clear message that if there is one dimension  
of corporate financial reporting that the stakeholders should pay close attention to, it is to  
Earnings Quality. Earnings Quality Differential    49
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